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Foreword
In 2018, Wikimedia Nederland developed a wide range
of activities on the basis of its long-term strategy for
2017-2020. We present an overview of these activities
in this annual report, which we have been able to organise thanks to the help of many enthusiastic volunteers
and in cooperation with committed partners.
Wikimedia Nederland’s primary focus is making knowledge present in the Netherlands or knowledge relevant
for the Netherlands freely available. We do this by creating an environment in which volunteers, and knowledge
and heritage institutions – such as higher education,
museums, archives and libraries – work together to
share knowledge through Wikimedia projects such as
Wikipedia, Wikidata and Wikimedia Commons. Filling
gaps in the knowledge made available by Wikimedia
projects and keeping the Wikimedia projects relevant
for current and future readers are equally important
activities.
I hope that you will read this annual report with pleasure
and interest.
On behalf of Wikimedia Nederland,
Frans Grijzenhout
Wikimedia Nederland President

Aerial view of Utrecht donated by
the Dutch Institute for Military History.
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1.	Wikimedia Nederland
Wikimedia Nederland wants a world in which everybody
has free access to the sum of all human knowledge. In
order to collect information and material and make it
freely available, Wikimedia Nederland works with volunteers who are active in Wikimedia projects, as well
as with knowledge and heritage institutions.
Wikimedia Nederland provides volunteers with support,
organises activities and courses, raises funds, com-

Wikimedia Nederland…
»	Supports Wikipedia’s volunteers and other
Wikimedia projects in the Netherlands.
»	Advises Dutch museums, archives and libraries
who want to share their knowledge through
Wikipedia and other Wikimedia projects.
»	Collaborates with universities and institutes
of higher education

municates with the general public and is the first point

»	Drawing on the Wikimedia projects and activities as

of contact for organisations and institutions looking to

examples, propagates the idea that free knowledge

work with the movement. Wikimedia Nederland organises information and publicity on the subject of free
knowledge and advises institutions that manage collections about releasing and uploading material in general,
and visual material in particular. Where necessary,
Wikimedia Nederland gets involved in the social debate
about copyright and the freedom of the Internet.

and free licences represent a valuable contribution
to society
»	Organises courses, workshops, photo competitions
and writing sessions
»	Ensures that Dutch knowledge is available to
Wikipedia volunteers in other countries.

The Wikimedia Nederland Association is an independent legal entity under Dutch law and it is formally
recognised as a ‘chapter’ by the Wikimedia Foundation
in San Francisco, in other words as an organisation that
works at the national level to achieve the goals of the
global Wikimedia movement. However, the Wikimedia
Foundation has no control over, or responsibility for,
the activities of Wikimedia Nederland.
Although Wikimedia Nederland works closely with the
volunteers who are active in the Netherlands on Wiki
pedia and other Wikimedia projects, the association
has no responsibility for, or authority over, the content
of these projects. Decisions about the content, and
about the requirements for the content, are taken by
the editorial community and in the final instance by
the Wikimedia Foundation as the legal owner.

What are the goals of
Wikimedia Nederland?
» Enthusiasm for the free knowledge projects of
the Wikimedia movement in an open community
bubbling with positive energy and in collaboration
with a wide range of partners.
»	Priorities of the long-term strategy for 20172020:
»	Furthering free knowledge: contributing to the
Wikimedia projects by releasing or sharing knowledge will become a natural step for institutions.
»	The relationship with the readers: to establish a
clearer picture of the wishes and experiences of
Wikimedia users and to encourage opportunities
for direct communications with, or feedback
from, readers.
»	Support for editors: providing optimal support
for editors continues to be a priority.
»	Content renewal: encouraging a range of forms
of knowledge representation such as the use of
infographics, video and sound, and animations.

Wikimedia Nederland celebrated its 12.5 year jubilee this year at
the Annual General Meeting on 29 September, which was in the
Rail Museum in Utrecht on that occasion.
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“Imagine a world in which
everybody can freely use
all human knowledge.”
8
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2. Highlights in 2018

Wiki goes Caribbean writing afternoon in the NA (26 January 2019).

Support for the community of Wikimedia volunteers

The heritage sector and higher education include a

in the Netherlands, as well as the improvement and

number of important partners for Wikimedia Nederland.

expansion of the freely available knowledge, are central

The collections and knowledge of these institutions

to Wikimedia Nederland. Working with our partners

make Wikipedia and other Wikimedia platforms richer

and volunteers, we develop activities that contribute to

and more complete. In turn, the institutions can reach

making more knowledge about themes available and

an enormous audience through Wikipedia and our sister

to generating enthusiasm among new editors. Through

projects; their collections are enriched by an active

their collections, our partners contribute knowledge

volunteer community. In 2018, we focused more on

to, or collaborate with, the organisation of Wikimedia

courses and on developing tools that enable partners to

projects.

contribute independently to the Wikimedia projects.

This year, Wikimedia Nederland has opened the course

Thanks to the Wikimedian-in-Residence (WiR) pro-

‘Effective online collaboration’ to the Wikipedia commu-

gramme at Erfgoed Gelderland, it was possible to make

nity. This training programme was commissioned by

more Gelderland heritage available on Wikipedia with

Wikimedia Nederland and developed by the eCoachPro

the help of the Dutch Open Air Museum, the Africa Mu-

agency in collaboration with a monitoring group of

seum, the Kijk- en Luistermuseum and the Van ‘t Linden

Wikipedians. It is tailored to the Dutch Wikipedia and

hout Museum. The Academic Heritage Foundation

the first version was tested by a number of active Wiki-

launched a Wikimedian-in-Residence programme to add

pedians. The aim of the programme is to enable Wiki-

biographical data about Dutch professors to Wikidata.

pedians to adopt a strategic online approach to difficult

UNESCO Netherlands completed a residency relating to

communications situations (and difficult partners in

Antillean heritage.

those communications).
In addition, we deployed a range of activities in 2018
Information about the Dutch Caribbean on Wikipedia is

with the aim of increasing knowledge and developing

not yet as well represented as it should be. As part of the

practical skills among active and potential volunteers

Netherlands and the world programme, Wikimedia Neder

and staff at partner institutions. For example, various

land organised a four-week course through Skype in 2018

introductory workshops were organised on ‘Wikipedia

looking at Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons and Wikidata

editing’ and the Wikipedia Manual was published as

for working groups in Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao. In

a book entitled ‘Writing for Wikipedia’ (Schrijven voor

addition, monthly writing meetings were organised at the

Wikipedia, Van Duuren Media, Culemborg, 2018, ISBN

National Archives in The Hague from September through

9789463560795) which has been available in book-

to December 2018 to expand, supplement and update the

shops since September 2018. By publishing the manual,

information on Surinam and the Caribbean.

Wikimedia Nederland aims to raise enthusiasm, primarily among people outside the Wikimedia community,

There are still many more men than women who

about contributing to Wikipedia.

contribute actively to Wikipedia. The Gendergap theme
has been supported by Wikimedia Nederland for some
time and that support continued in 2018. For example,
Wikimedia Nederland organised two hackathons under
the title Wiki TechStorm. The aim of the TechStorm was
to raise enthusiasm among women and people with a
non-binary gender identity to contribute to the technical
side of the Wikimedia projects.
10
Wiki goes Caribbean workgroup around their new banner.

Did you know that the Wiktionary was consulted for
the first time on more than a million different devices
in October 2018? People looked up more than 2.5 million words for the first time that month.
11
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Wikipedia and more

Almost everyone knows Wikipedia.
However, the Wikimedia movement
does more to make as much knowledge as possible freely available to
everyone.

12

Wikiquote collects and provides
access to quotations and proverbs
that are classified by person or
subject.

Wikimedia Commons is the central
media collection of the Wikimedia
movement. It contains tens of
millions of image, sound and other
files that can be freely used by
anyone worldwide subject to certain
conditions.

Wikisource is a collection of source
texts that are usually so old that
they are now free of copyright. They
include novels, old laws or all kinds
of other texts.

Wiktionary is a freely accessible
dictionary in numerous languages.

Wikispecies aims of to describe
plant and animal species.

Wikidata was originally set up as a
common source of data that are frequently used in articles on Wikipedia, such as birth dates and population numbers. Wikidata has now become a large structured database with
many applications outside Wikipedia.

Wikiversity is a platform for lessons
and educational material.

Wikibooks is a platform for the
joint writing of free textbooks. They
include guides, manuals and other
teaching materials for professional
use, hobbies or training.

Wikivoyage is a free travel guide
that focuses on topics of interest to
travellers: destinations, themes and
language guides.

On Saturday, 29 September, Frans Grijzenhout, the president of Wikimedia Nederland, presented the first printed copy of the manual ‘Writing
for Wikipedia’ to emeritus Professor of Psychology Dolph Kohnstamm. The book was written by Lodewijk Gelauff as part of a collaboration
13
between Wikimedia Nederland and publisher Van Duuren Media.
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3.	Support for the Community programme
The Dutch Wikipedia contains almost two million articles

Twenty people in all participated in this year’s e-learning

that are added to and improved daily by about 1,300 vol-

course. Wikipedians who completed the programme are

unteers. The volunteers may be specialists in their field,

enthusiastic.

enthusiastic amateurs or people with a predilection for
the Dutch language. They can be seventy or seventeen

3.1.2 Meetings

years old: they all have something to contribute. And not

Contacts between members of the community are usu-

only to Wikipedia but also to other Wikimedia projects

ally online. Experience has shown that editors also like

such as Wikimedia Commons, Wiktionary and Wikidata.

to meet each other in person. Furthermore, the working

They not only write the content of the Wikimedia proj-

atmosphere benefits from personal meetings. Wikime-

ects, they also monitor quality, improve the software and

dia Nederland organises various meetings throughout

organise activities throughout the Netherlands. Wiki

the year and we provide support for partner institutions

media Nederland provides these volunteers with practi-

and volunteers who facilitate meetings between editors.

cal, logistical and financial support.
Wikimedia Nederland believes it is important for the

3.1 A healthy Wikimedia community

meetings to be as inclusive as possible and to pro-

Collaboration in the Wikimedia community takes place

vide a comfortable setting for everyone. And that also

almost entirely online and through the written word. Sur-

includes people affected by sensory overload. Wikime-

veys commissioned by Wikimedia Nederland in recent

dia Nederland therefore started to collect information

years have shown that many editors find the working

about sensory overload during meetings and to formu-

environment to be unpleasant. Wikimedia Nederland

late recommendations for conference organisers.

wants to help the community to find solutions to these
problems.

New Year reception
The Wikimedia Nederland New Year reception took

3.1.1 Online communication and manners

place in the University Museum in Utrecht on Saturday,

The e-learning programme Online communication and

20 January. Under the watchful eye of approximately

manners, that was developed and tested in 2017, was

eighty Wikipedians, seven WikiUilen were awarded to

introduced in 2018. The aim of this programme, which

the most highly-rated contributions to the Dutch-lan-

was developed by the eCoachPro agency, is to help

guage Wikipedia in 2017. The winners of the Wikipedia

Wikipedians to collaborate and communicate more

Writing Competition were also announced.

effectively online - not just on Wikipedia but also in all

‘I had the opportunity to help during the development of the course. The first chapter
looks at the online encyclopaedia and at how users communicate there; the other chapters help people to understand their own behaviour and communications, among other
things by drawing on Roos van Leary’s interesting theory. I would certainly recommend
the course and my compliments to everyone who completes it.’ – Ciell, Wikipedian

other online situations. The emphasis is on improv-

WikiFriday

ing online writing and reading skills. The programme

In collaboration with Atria, the Knowledge Institute for

provides the participants with an understanding of the

Emancipation and Women’s History, the Gendergap

patterns underlying how others (and themselves) com-

working group organised twelve WikiFridays. A volunteer

municate and how they can respond strategically, even

from the Gendergap working group is present at the Atria

in difficult situations.

Library at the WikiFridays to provide people with help on

Strategic goals for 2017 - 2020
»	To create a healthy Wikimedia community where there is constructive collaboration in a pleasant atmosphere
»	To encourage a steady influx of new editors, a substantial proportion of whom will remain active
»	To provide the editors with access to adequate resources to do their work

14
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‘GLAMWiki 2018 brought together people
from the Wikimedia world and the GLAM
sector, primarily to do a lot of work
together. Other than uploading some
1600 World War II sources to Wikimedia
Commons, I had little experience with
Wikimedia and GLAMWiki. That has now
changed and attending the conference
means you are immediately seen as a
Wikimedian. For me, the conference felt
like coming home and I immediately felt
welcome.’ – Janneke Jorna, collection
specialist at the World War II Open Data
Depot, went to the GLAMWiki conference
in Tel Aviv with a WMNL scholarship.

GLAM Wiki Conference in Tel Aviv November 2018.
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editing Wikipedia. The aim is to encourage more women

Twente WikiCircle

3.1.4 Survey of editors and readers

migration background. According to the majority of

to participate actively and to make more and better infor-

Hengelo Library also provided support and space for

Wikimedia Nederland conducted a survey of Wikipedi-

editors, the low proportion of female editors has negative

mation available about women and women’s history.

Wikipedia groups again this year by organising a month-

ans in 2013 and 2015. The focus in these surveys was

consequences, particularly for the diversity of subjects.

ly WikiCircle with Wikimedia Nederland. The aim was to

on establishing a picture of the profile, wishes, needs

According to one sixth of the editors, a smaller propor-

WikiSaturday

collaborate on writing for Wikipedia, for example about

and expectations of Wikimedia Nederland’s supporters.

tion of editors with a non-Western migration background

Once again this year, the Wikimedia Nederland office in

Twente. The focus of the meetings is on the offline

The survey was conducted again in 2018, with the main

also has a negative impact on the diversity of subjects.

Utrecht was open on a Saturday every two weeks. Vol-

enjoyment of online knowledge sharing.

focus being on developments in the areas of women’s

unteers attend WikiSaturdays to work on the activities
of the association, to edit Wikipedia together or just to

You can read more about our collaboration with libraries

enjoy each other’s company. This year, 54 people went

in Chapter 4.

participation, the working environment and conflict

Working atmosphere is an important obstacle

resolution.

The working atmosphere of the Dutch Wikipedia was
mainly described by the editors as ‘quarrelsome’

to one or more WikiSaturdays, which is less than the

Logged-in Wikipedians were able to complete the

(45%) but it was also often felt to be ‘constructive’.

seventy people who attended in 2017. It is striking that

3.1.3 WikiconNL

survey between 1 and 16 December: they were present-

The working atmosphere is the main reason for stress

the numbers fell for the general WikiSaturdays in par-

After the 10th Dutch Wikimedia Conference, which

ed with a banner on Wikipedia containing a link to the

during editing and for editors to consider stopping their

ticular. The WikiSaturdays with specific themes were,

took place in 2017, it was decided to develop another

survey. In addition, the 250 most active Wikipedians

Wikipedia editing work. It is also an obstacle to more

on the other hand, well attended. It has therefore been

form for a large meeting. A new-style meeting tar-

were contacted personally through their consultation

involvement of editors in activities. For example, the

decided to organise the WikiSaturdays less frequently

geting organisations and interested parties who are

pages with a request to participate in the survey. This

negative working atmosphere was mentioned by a num-

starting in 2019 and to link them to a theme.

part of the Wikimedia movement, who wish it well, or

means, however, that the results may be biased towards

ber of editors as a reason for not wanting to occupy a

who are active in the field of open knowledge, open

the very active users. A total of 303 questionnaires were

position and not wanting to contribute to the Movement

Wiki Café Tilburg

culture or open data. Examples are: Wikimedians, re-

received. In summary, the response was:

Strategy 2030. In addition, improving the atmosphere

The Wiki Café was organised on a monthly basis in the

searchers, major users of Wikimedia, people working

Tilburg Centre Library in 2018. Wikipedia editors from the

in archives, libraries, museums and other heritage

Sharing knowledge is the most important motive

province of Brabant can meet each other in the library and

institutions, and people interested in open-source

for editors

new Wikipedians have the opportunity to learn more about

applications.

For the majority of editors, the main reason for making

Quality of content is important for editors

a substantive contribution to Wikipedia is their desire

The quality of the content of articles and the use of

to share knowledge and information. The gaps in

sources are important for the editors. To substantiate an

Wikipedia coverage are the most common reason for

article on the Dutch Wikipedia, articles in a peer-reviewed

starting to edit Wikipedia.

scientific journal and statistical databases from scientific

writing, source research and other aspects of Wikipedia.

and mutual communications was the change that was
most desired.

and government institutions are by far the most useful
Most editors communicate with each other

sources, according to the editors. Social media and oral

The majority of editors communicate with other editors;

history did not rate highly. In addition, for one sixth of

only one in seven never do this. Consultation pages

the editors, the poor quality of editing by others leads to

are the most commonly used communication channel
here, followed by ‘De Kroeg’ and personal emails. A
quarter of the editors sometimes meet other Wikipedia
editors in person. The most common reason for visiting
a meeting for Wikipedians is to meet other editors. One
third of all editors are not interested in the meetings for
Wikipedians and they have therefore never attended a
meeting.
The Wikipedia community is not very diverse
The majority of the Wikipedia community are highly ed-

Wiki Café participants at the Library Tilburg
Centrum (Midden-Brabant) on 5 April 2018.

ucated Dutch men aged over 40. Only 10% of the editors
are women and 3% of the editors have a non-Western

18

Who is the Wikimedia movement?
»	Thousands of volunteers produce the content
and set the rules for projects like Wikipedia and
Wikimedia Commons.
»	The Wikimedia Foundation manages the servers,
develops the software, raises funds and handles
legal matters.
»	Local Wikimedia associations, including Wiki
media Nederland, support volunteers and
collaborate with knowledge and heritage
institutions.
19
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work stress. Improving the substantive quality of articles

Commons in December 2017. A second version was

Wikimedia Nederland provides volunteers with support

For the first time, we also gave a travel grant to an em-

is also one of the most frequently mentioned areas for

uploaded in July 2018 in response to feedback from the

in a variety of ways, including:

ployee of one from our partners to attend the GLAMWiki

improvement in the Wikimedia movement.

Wikimedia movement. The manual was also published

»	
support in the areas of communications and logistics

conference.

in book form by Van Duuren Media in late September

for activities organised by volunteers

A small proportion of the editors are actively

2018. Frans Grijzenhout, the president of Wikimedia

»	
fundraising

3.3.1 Sources

involved in the Movement Strategy 2030

Nederland, presented the first printed copy of the man-

»	
financial support for minor activities (FOKA)

It goes without saying that good journalism and

About half of the editors have heard of the Movement

ual ‘Writing for Wikipedia’ (Schrijven voor Wikipedia) to

»	
travel grants for attendance at international meetings

Wikipedia have something in common: they both aim

Strategy 2030. Only one tenth of these editors actual-

emeritus Professor of Psychology Dolph Kohnstamm

»	
support for editors in disputes about the incorrect

to provide access to relevant information in a reliable

ly participated actively in the strategy process by, for

on Saturday, 29 September. The presentation took place

use of text and images released under open licence

and transparent way. Articles must be clearly writ-

example, attending a discussion meeting, participating

during the General Meeting in the Railway Museum in

on the Wikimedia projects

ten and supported by source references. To support

in an online discussion or commenting on texts. This

Utrecht. In 2018, 583 copies of the manual were sold.

is only 6% of all editors. One fifth of the editors would

Dutch volunteers working on Wikimedia projects
Eight FOKA applications were granted in 2018 amount-

such as Wikipedia in their search for reliable sources,

be willing to contribute (in the future) to the Movement

Beginner courses

ing to €790.16 in total. They included travelling expens-

Wikimedia Nederland approached the Dutch media in

Strategy 2030. Most of them would wish to do this only

Experience has shown that one-off writing events gen-

es, registration fees and prize money for writing meet-

2018. A request was submitted to make a number of

by commenting on texts.

erate hardly any return in terms of recruiting new editors

ings reimbursed by Wikimedia Nederland. One request

accounts available free of charge. The Correspondent

or creating new content. Wikimedia Nederland therefore

was for the organisation of a meeting of moderators of

responded positively and Wikimedia Nederland has

3.1.5 Courses

decided to stop organising activities of this kind with

the Dutch-speaking Wikipedia.

offered the free accounts for use by the volunteer

Wikimedia Nederland launched a range of workshops

effect from this year. Instead, Wikimedia Nederland

again in 2018 at which volunteers shared their special-

organised a series of Introduction Workshops.

ist and technical knowledge with others.

community.
During the year, fifteen travel grants were given to Dutch
volunteers for participation at

3.3.2 Cheat sheets

On 15, 29 March and 12 April, Introduction Workshops

»	MediaWiki Hackathon Barcelona

4

In line with the ‘Cheat sheet for editing Source Code’, a

Several courses were organised, particularly during

were organised at the offices of Wikimedia Nederland.

»	Wikimania Cape Town

6

‘Cheat sheet for Visual Editing’ was developed in 2018

the TechStorm:

The participants were taken on a rapid tour of the Wiki-

»	GLAMWiki Tel Aviv

3

with a short explanation of the different buttons. This is

»	
Commons tools/GWT

media projects other than Wikipedia and they were given

»	Semantic Mediawiki

1

a useful document for editors during writing afternoons

»	
Python

an explanation of how they can participate. A total of

»	WikiCite

1

or in combination with other instruction documents.

»	
Wikidata

eighteen people attended these Introduction Workshops.

»	
SPARQL
»	
Open Refine

And there were ‘Wikipedia In-Depth Editing Sessions’ on

»	
Pattypan

26 May and 9 June at which the participants from the

»	
MediaWikia

introduction workshops were given the opportunity to

»	
Pywikibot

go into greater depth. Fourteen people attended these

»	
Getting started with Commons Android

sessions.

app development
»	
Introduction to Wikicite

The ‘Wikivragen!’ Facebook group was set up to provide
guidance for new editors given the positive experiences

3.2 New editors

with the Gendergap Facebook group. This Facebook

Our experience with edit-a-thons and user courses has

group now has fourteen members, including six experi-

shown us that many new editors find it difficult to obtain

enced Wikipedians in mentoring roles.

answers to practical questions about editing Wikipedia.

3.3 Support for editors
Manual

In collaboration with the volunteers who are active

Wikimedia Nederland has written a Wikipedia Manual

on Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia, Wikimedia

with the help of experienced Wikipediaan Lodewijk

Nederland is committed to collecting information and

Gelauff. The first version was posted on Wikimedia

material, and making them available.

Detail of the Cheat sheet for editing Source Code, developed in 2018 with a short explanation of the function of different buttons.

20
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‘Atria, the Knowledge Institute for
Emancipation and Women’s History, is
happy to work with Wikimedia Nederland
to help reduce the gendergap on Wikipedia.
We can bring our extensive collection of
reference works, archives and other sources
to people’s attention in an inviting way
for the purposes of writing articles. The
WikiFridays are part of Atria’s HUB and they
lead to the sharing of knowledge, contacts
and collaboration between participants.’
– Tjarda de Haan, head of Collections
at Atria, the Knowledge Institute for
Emancipation and Women’s History

Photo of a WikiFriday writing afternoon
about the ABC islands and Surinam.

22
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FOKA-grant used to purchase two books to improve articles
by Natuur12
I was able to use the books to trace two copyright violations: the article about Willem Pompe and the institute
named after him. I drew on the book 16 juristen en hun filosofische inspiratie and two other sources to write
a new, more complete and more detailed article. I was able to use both 16 juristen and Juristenportretten to
make additions to the entry on Gerard Wiarda. Wiarda is one of the most famous lawyers the Netherlands has
ever had, particularly because of the range of top-ranking positions he had in the legal system. Thanks to 16
juristen and Juristenportretten, I was able to write the entry that Wiarda deserves. I then made additions to
the Wim van der Grinten entry. This lawyer is less well known and prestigious than Wiarda and (in my opinion)
his specialism is less exciting. Even so, thanks to Juristenportretten, his biography is now fairly complete.
I then wrote an article about Hendrik van Eikema Hommes. A somewhat unusual lawyer who has never been
able to step out of the shadow of his teacher. There is an article about Maarten Pleun Vrij in the pipeline at the
Professor Pompe speaking at the 50th-anniversary celebration of
the Association of Probation Institutions in the Tropical Museum.
On the left at the table, Ministers Beerman and Diepenhorst.

moment: one of the more leading criminal lawyers of the last century. The books provide quite a lot of material
for more articles/additions and so the work continues!
24
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4. Content Programme
Wikimedia Nederland is committed to making infor-

on a temporary basis: a Wikimedian-in-Residence (WiR).

mation and material available through the Wikimedia

Wikipedians-in-Residence spend little or no time writing

projects by working with the volunteer community and

articles; they are engaged in activities like organising

with heritage, knowledge and education institutions.

content donations. They act as ambassadors for open

Where necessary, Wikimedia Nederland gets involved

knowledge at the organisation.

in the social debate about copyright and the freedom
of the Internet.

Michelle van Lanschot, the Wikipedian-in-Residence at
Erfgoed Gelderland in 2018, organised a range of proj-

4.1 A
 lliances with other
organisations

ects at a number of heritage institutions in collaboration

Wikimedia Nederland motivates, advises and guides

to heritage institutions in Gelderland, including the

cultural institutions with the release and upload of ma-

Dutch Open Air Museum, the Africa Museum, the Kijk-en

terial and the development of joint activities. In addition,

Luistermuseum and the Van ‘t Lindenhout Museum,

Wikimedia Nederland provides support for the recruit-

and convinced them of the importance of making more

ment and guidance of Wikipedians-in-Residence.

Gelderland heritage available on Wikimedia.

Content and image donations are encouraged and

The ‘Working with Wikimedia’ manual drawn up by

facilitated by organising courses for the use of upload

Michelle van Lanschot for employees of heritage institu-

tools, hackathons and upload sessions, and by means

tions was updated in 2018 and used regularly in work-

of support, financial and otherwise, for small GLAMs

shops and courses. The manual describes how to work

(Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums). Wikime-

with Wikipedia, Wikimedia Commons and Wikidata. The

dia Nederland encourages the use of donated material

document also looks at issues including copyright and

by organising online writing events and challenges, and

the use of Creative Commons licences.

with Wikimedia Nederland. She introduced Wikimedia

where appropriate edit-a-thons for experienced editors.
Wiki-Scientists
4.1.1 Wikimedians-in-Residence

In 2018, the Stichting Academisch Erfgoed (SAE) was

Museums and archives sometimes decide to employ an

the first Dutch institution to appoint a Wikidata specialist,

experienced user of Wikipedia or Wikimedia, possibly

who worked for the ‘Wiki-Scientists’ project. This project

Objectives
»	Alliances with other organisations: to cooperate more closely with external organisations and to respond
more to what motivates them to share knowledge and culture.
»	Wide-ranging and varied knowledge: the knowledge on Wikimedia projects should be as wide-ranging
and diverse as possible. Focus on fields that are still under-represented.
»	Lobby and information about free knowledge: Wikimedia Nederland is an advocate of free knowledge.
WMNL provides information about the Wikimedia projects, the movement, and its mission and vision.
»	To establish an understanding of the needs and experiences of Wikipedia readers and of how professionals
rate the information provided in their field.
»	To encourage and support the use of other forms of knowledge representation such as audio, video,
animations and infographics.
Erfgoed Gelderland organised the Open-up! Symposium on Friday, 19 January 2018. It spotlighted Wikimedia and heritage, specifically for
anyone interested in sharing collections as open data to make them available on globally accessible platforms such as Wikipedia. During the
symposium, heritage institutions shared their experiences about working with Wikipedia and visitors were able to work hands-on with a range of
tools and applications. Open up! Wikimedia and heritage was organised as the conclusion to the Wikipedian-in-Residence project in Gelderland.

»	To act as advocates for free knowledge, and to provide information and education about how the
‑Wikimedia projects contribute to free knowledge.
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began in the autumn of 2018 with the aim of including

What conditions should your collection meet? What

important figures from the scientific history of the Neth-

about copyright? And how do you upload your collec-

erlands since 1575 in Wikidata. The SAE appointed a WiR

tion to Wikimedia? So there was reason enough for

for 0.6 FTE for a period of six months. The main task

Wikimedia Nederland to organise a Knowledge Meeting

is to make the historical data of Dutch professors and

on Heritage on Wikimedia on 24 April at the Wikimedia

International Film Festival Rotterdam 2018

leading scientists accessible in a centralised, structured

Nederland offices in Utrecht. Thirty heritage profession-

Images Anna Maria de Koker

and edited manner. Wikimedia Nederland is a member

als in all attended. A similar meeting targeting institu-

Philosophy texts Royal Library

201

of the steering groups that supervise the activities of the

tions from the province of Friesland was organised at

Images from the Dutch National Museum of World Cultures 2017 12

161

WiRs and we were involved in the organisation of training

Tresoar in Leeuwarden in October. There was a great

Images from French - Dutch Popular Dictionary

36

courses and writing meetings.

deal of interest among those present and Wikimedia

Lies Lefever

Nederland intends to intensify its contacts with heritage

Media from Network War Sources

UNESCO Netherlands

institutions in 2019.

The Wikimedian-in-Residence programme also contin-

Content and image donations from WMNL partners and projects in 2018
Atlas der Neederlanden University of Amsterdam

634
42
11

1
1593

Photographs by Abram Joseph Bonda

158

Der naturen bloeme

461

ued at UNESCO Netherlands in 2018. The emphasis

Content donation to War Sources Network

at UNESCO is on Caribbean and Surinamese heritage.

From poignant images of the Dutch famine winter of

The UNESCO programme laid the foundations for the

1944 in The Hague to the demolition of housing for

project ‘Wiki goes Caribbean’, which will be part of the

the construction of the Atlantic Wall and the flight of

working programme of Wikimedia Nederland from 2019

members of the Dutch Nazi party on Dolle Dinsdag/Mad

onwards. This aim of this programme is to encourage

Tuesday. Photographer Menno Huizinga took unique

active participation in Wiki projects from the Dutch

pictures of The Hague during the Second World War.

Caribbean and the Antillean community in the Neth-

Almost eight hundred of his photographs from the NIOD

erlands. The ultimate goal is to make more and better

collection were the most extensive contribution to the

Upload by the Dutch National Museum of World Cultures Malaysia

235

knowledge available through the Wikimedia projects.

WW2 Open Data Depot of the War Sources Network

Wikiportrait 2018

559

UNESCO Netherlands is a patron of Wiki goes Carib-

(NOB). The war sources in the WW2 Open Data Depot

Hortus Botanicus Photo Workshop, Leiden, September 2018

191

bean and it will therefore continue to be involved in the

project can be used freely. For example to provide Wiki-

Wiki Loves Monuments 2018 in Aruba

activities.

pedia articles about the resistance with relevant visual

Total

material in the context of the Resistance Month on
4.1.2 Alliances with heritage institutions

Wikipedia. Or to be used, for example, by students for

Sharing collections with Wikimedia means sharing

writing essays, in newspapers or in documentaries and

collections with the world. This is because Wikipedia,

by curators for exhibitions, apps or games. Take a look

Wikimedia Commons and Wikidata have a global audi-

at the Huizinga collection and other open war sources

ence of millions. More and more heritage institutions

on Wikimedia Commons.

Upload by the Dutch National Museum of World Cultures Caribbean

2216

Women TechStorm images

99

Wiki TechStorm images general

99

Wiki TechStorm images - medieval books

26

Wiki TechStorm - visit to ridderzaal

19

Images from National Archive donated in 2018
Dutch Institute for Military History 2018

5
1895

240
8882

are therefore eager to make their digital collections
available for re-use through Wikimedia. Knowledge

The WW2 Open Data Deposit of the War Sources Net-

meetings and conferences on this subject are therefore

work (NOB) was launched in the spring of 2018 with

well attended and more detailed information is given

almost eight hundred photographs that Menno Huizinga

there about the conditions that collections must meet

took of The Hague during the Second World War. During

to qualify for release through Wikimedia. Demonstra-

the year, many war sources were added to Wikimedia

tions are given of the possible approaches and the

Commons: the WO2 Open Data Depot now contains

most appropriate choices.

almost 1600 photos and films.

Knowledge meeting about heritage on Wikimedia

The largest new acquisition consisted of the col-

It is not quite clear yet for many heritage institutions

lections of the Film and Photo Service of the NSB.

how they can make their collection available for re-use.

Approximately six hundred propaganda photographs

Photo taken during the Writing on Wikipedia for Historical
Associations Course at Erfgoed Gelderland, November 2018.
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Aerial view of Schiphol. Image from the content
donation of the Dutch Institute for Military History.
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and 170 films have been classified as public-domain

Aerial photographs of the pre-war Netherlands

with the aim of making more Gelderland heritage avail-

Writing weeks

material. The appeal of the NSB - the movement had

Our work with the Dutch Institute for Military History

able for use on Wikipedia. As part of this project, the

From 1 to 14 October, Wikimedia Nederland organised

100,000 members in 1943 - is an underexposed theme

resulted in almost 2,000 historical aerial photographs

Heritage Centre made its engravings of famous people

writing weeks about Friesland on Wikipedia. During

in historiography that has only begun to receive more

being uploaded to Wikimedia Commons in 2018.

(such as Roman Emperors) and estates in Arnhem and

these two weeks, everyone was encouraged to write or

attention in recent years. By releasing the material on-

Thanks to all these images, a more complete overview

Gelderland (such as Bronbeek and Middachten Cas-

improve articles relating to the theme of Friesland. That

line, the War Sources Network makes large-scale and

has been established of the view of the Netherlands

tle) available on Wikimedia Commons. The next step

resulted in 44 new and/or improved articles in total.

low-threshold research possible. In addition to the NSB

from the air in the 1920s and 1930s. After the material

was the organisation of an image sprint from 5 to 18

propaganda material, dozens of photographs of WW2

had been uploaded to Commons, Wikimedia volunteers

November to provide these engravings with a place in

Knowledge meeting in Leeuwarden: heritage

objects have been published on Wikimedia Commons.

made extensive improvements to the metadata. Incor-

relevant Wikipedia articles in as many language ver-

on Wikimedia

An example are the glasses used by resistance fighter

rect information was corrected and missing information

sions as possible. In this way, the heritage of Arnhem

On 1 October, Wikimedia Nederland organised a knowl-

Hannie Schaft as a disguise, a camera that was used

was added.

also became internationally visible.

edge afternoon at Tresoar in Leeuwarden that was

It is striking that no fewer than 88,642 pages on Wikipedia

attended by 25 heritage professionals. At this meeting,

secretly to take photographs of German V2 rockets,
defences and vehicles, and a flag of surrender used in

Wikidata Workshop for cultural institutions

(and other Wikimedia sites) containing images from the

more detailed information was given about the condi-

Rotterdam.

and their collections

collection of the Rozet Heritage Centre were viewed in

tions that collections must meet to qualify for release

The Digital Heritage Network, Europeana and Wikimedia

November 2018 compared with 13,398 in October 2018.

through Wikimedia.

It is not often that images from the Second World War

Nederland organised a Wikidata workshop for the her-

More content donations, in particular relating to the

are published in the public domain or under an open

itage sector on 12 October. The workshop, which was

themes The Netherlands and the World, Nature and

4.1.3 Public libraries

licence because there is not a lot of original visual ma-

attended by 27 heritage professionals from throughout

Gendergap, are described in 4.2.

Wikimedia Nederland and the libraries have a shared

terial from 1940-1945 and because works from those

the Netherlands, provided practical examples of how

years are still often covered by copyright. Wikimedia

cultural institutions can raise the quality of their collec-

4.1.2.1 European Year of Cultural Heritage and

digital skills. Public libraries are interesting partners for

Nederland has assisted NOB with the publication of

tions to a higher level by including links to Wikidata.

Leeuwarden-Friesland Cultural Capital

Wikimedia Nederland since they have large networks

In 2018, Leeuwarden-Fryslân (Netherlands) and Valletta

of users and volunteers. Their activities therefore focus

WW2 material that is free of copyright on Wikimedia

mission to make knowledge available and to teach

Commons in order to encourage the re-use of the open

Gelderland Heritage image sprint

(Malta) were the European Capitals of Culture. This was

primarily on jointly contributing to, and acquiring infor-

war sources.

The Rozet Heritage Centre in Arnhem took part in a

an excellent opportunity to focus on Leeuwarden and

mation about, the various Wikimedia platforms.

Wikimedia project organised by Gelderland Heritage

Friesland in Wikimedia projects as well.

A meeting of the Dutch Nazi party. ‘The Leader gives a speech at
the Harvest Thanksgiving celebrated by the NSDAP and the NSB
(the Dutch Nazi party) in the Zoo in The Hague.’ This photo is from
the archives of the NSB Photo Service.

Photo of the glasses used by the resistance fighter Hannie Schaft as
a disguise. She was a member of the armed resistance with, among
others, Freddie and Truus Oversteegen. Hannie Schaft was involved in
several liquidation operations. Image taken from the donation of the
Resistance Museum

Sports activities in the Muhlberg an der Elbe, or Stalag IV-B, POW
camp. This photo was taken by one of the camp photographers,
Mr. J.H. Adam. Prisoners of war from more than thirty countries,
including the Netherlands, were detained here. Image taken from
the War Sources Network donation.

This work is part of the collection of the Rozet Heritage Centre,
Arnhem.
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‘On the one hand, I would like to see more
of these workshops, especially those that
combine theory and practice. On the other
hand, as someone who works in a museum,
I feel the need to provide all these options
with a context: how can we implement
something in our institution? What are the
implications for our collections? Will the
data from Wikidata be returned to our own
collection system? I feel like I want to know
more about how the semantic web can
inform our own collections and processes.’
– Wikidata workshop participant
Source: https://pro.europeana.eu/post/what-dutch-glams-want-fromwikidata

Participants at the Wiki Café at the
Midden-Brabant library on 5 April 2018.
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Wiki Cafés and WikiCircles

make concrete contributions to the largest collabora-

land aims to make material available from the collec-

The Midden-Brabant Library in Tilburg and the Hengelo

tive knowledge project ever: Wikipedia.

tions of Dutch heritage institutions, material that is

Library organised regular Wiki Cafés or WikiCircles in

With the International Institute of Social Studies, we are

particularly relevant to other parts of the world, in other

2018. These are pleasant gatherings at which everyone

looking at whether and how the international student

words countries with which the Netherlands has links

is welcome to write for the largest internet encyclo-

community of the ISS can be motivated to contribute to

owing to its colonial, trading or migration history.

paedia in the world. Experienced Wikipedia staff were

the Wikimedia projects. After a number of workshops,

In 2018, the emphasis was on making material available

present to provide participants with guidance. Some

the ISS came to the conclusion that Wikimedia will be

from the collections of Dutch heritage institutions that

of the meetings were devoted to a specific theme. For

included in the academic skills programme. Develop-

is particularly relevant to other parts of the world. There

example, the ‘Gendergap WikiCircle’ in Hengelo Library

ment will continue in 2019.

was also a focus on the impact of migration on the
Netherlands.

focused on writing articles about women and the general WikiCircle wrote about the theme of Resistance in

Astronomy Writing Weeks

May. In the Tilburg Centre Library, a start was made on

From Sunday, 25 February through to Sunday, 11 March

Ki Hadjar Archive

describing municipal monuments.

2018, the Dutch Research School for Astronomy (NOVA)

Ki Hadjar Dewantara was a pioneer in the fight for

and Wikimedia Nederland organised a double Wikipe-

education for Indonesians. Wikimedia Indonesia has

WikiMonumentsRide

dia writing week on astronomy. Researchers, students,

worked hard to digitalise his correspondence from the

The library in ‘s Hertogenbosch worked with Wikimedia

educators, astrophotographers and professional and

archives of the Dewantara Kirti Griya Museum in Yogya-

Nederland on the WikiMonumentsRide on 12 Septem-

amateur astronomers were invited to improve and/or

karta and upload it to Wikimedia Commons.

I would like to thank you for your kind

ber. With city guide Janny Viguurs and the crew from

expand articles on the theme of ‘astronomy’ on Wikipe-

In December 2017, volunteers from Wikimedia Ned-

InstaDenBosch, fifteen people went on a bike ride

dia. The double writing week began after the national

erland started transcribing the content of the letters

efforts in transcribing those letters. I can

around municipal monuments in the city’s De Muntel

star-watching days on 23, 24 and 25 February..

written in Dutch and making them available through
WikiSource. Because many letters were written by hand,

and ‘t Zand areas to take photographs of the monu-

This work is part of the collection of the Rozet Heritage Centre,
Arnhem

say that it is very useful for the museum
to show the transcriptions in their context.
On Wednesday (12 December 2018) I went

Specialist conference on Scientific

the work was completely different from the normal

Communications

Wikisource transcription process. OCR was not possible

to the museum and told them how the

Subsidy for a exploration of potential

On 16 April, a number of volunteers and employees from

for the handwritten letters; the text had to be ‘manual-

project benefits them. They were very

collaboration between Wikimedia and libraries

Wikimedia Nederland spoke at the annual Scientific Com-

ly’ transcribed by three experienced Dutch WikiSource

Wikimedia Nederland received a subsidy of € 27,638

munications Specialist Conference, which was devoted

volunteers. Using the tools in Wikisource’s proofreading

grateful for the work done by the museum,

from the PICA Foundation to explore the possibilities

to the theme of ‘Trust in Scientific Communications’.

extension made the process much simpler.

of structural collaboration between Wikimedia and

Scientists explained how they use Wikimedia projects for

In April 2018, Wikimedia Nederland organised a meeting

Dutch libraries. This includes all types of library: public,

their own research and how they rate the encyclopaedia

at the offices of Wikimedia Nederland at which histo-

university or specialist. Wikimedia Nederland has been

‘written by the public’. In addition, explanations were

rians, handwriting experts, palaeographers and wiki-

at which each archive institution had the

working with libraries for some time now but we would

given about how Wikipedia safeguards the quality and

sourcers met to help with the transcription. The tran-

opportunity to put their valuable items

like to expand that programme and anchor it more firm-

reliability of the content and what resources are available

scription process was completed in December 2018.

ly. The project will continue into 2019.

to assess the quality and reliability of Wikipedia.

Three hundred and sixty-five letters were uploaded to

on display, and some transcriptions (and

ments for Wikimedia Commons.

Commons from the collection of the Dewantara Kirti

WMID and also WMNL on the digitalisation
of the letters. There was a local museum
exhibition in Yogyakarta in October 2018

translations) were printed and presented
to the public. Some of them found the

Griya museum. Approximately 160 letters were written

of higher education

4.2 W
 ide-ranging and varied
knowledge

in Dutch and the transcriptions can now be found on

transcriptions useful to read the letters,

Museums, archives and libraries have understood

Wikimedia Nederland organises and supports a range of

nl.wikisource. Most of them have now also been trans-

and they can now understand what the

for several years that working with Wikipedia offers

activities on the themes of Nature, The Netherlands and

lated into Bahasa Indonesia.

opportunities. And worldwide, the level of interest from

the World and Gendergap with the aim of systematically

letters say. I was happy to hear their story

the world of education (including higher education)

and structurally improving the content on these topics.

4.1.4 Alliances with universities and institutes

The project is a good example of how Wikimedians can
work together across continents to provide access to

has been rising. Teachers have discovered that adding
content to Wikipedia, Wikidata, or Wikimedia Com-

4.2.1 The Netherlands and the world

knowledge about a shared history. As a result, letters

mons is an interesting approach to learning. Students

A new project was introduced in 2016: The Netherlands

written more than a century ago by a pioneer of educa-

improve their research, writing and digital skills, and

and the world. Through this project, Wikimedia Neder

tion are now available to historians.

36

about our joint project.’
– Rachmat Wahidi, Wikimedia Indonesia
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‘The Midden-Brabant Library organised
a Railway Area Photo Day last year in
collaboration with Wikimedia Nederland,
the municipality of Tilburg and a former
employee of Dutch Railways. Professional
and amateur photographers were given
the opportunity to take photographs of
exceptional buildings on that day. The
aim was to set the story of the past in the
context of the present and the future by
using images. During a follow-up meeting
supervised by a Wikipedian, the results
were uploaded to Wikimedia Commons
where they will be available to the rest of
the world forever. It was a very successful
project and an excellent example of
co-creation.’ – Marja Heusschen, Digital
Library project manager, Innovation
department

‘Koepelhal’ in the railway area Tilburg.
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Wiki goes Caribbean

On 1 July 2018, Daniëlle Jansen represented the project

of colonised areas controlled by France, the United

also to show that equal rights and opportunities for

From March to July 2018, UNESCO Wikipedian-in-Resi-

group at the Keti Koti festival in the New Church in

Kingdom and the Netherlands. The photos were taken

women and men are not yet self-evident. Once again in

dence Daniëlle Jansen worked with a number of muse-

Groningen. Keti Koti, a Surinamese term, means ‘Broken

by, among others, the famous photo studio Soublette

2018, special events were organised in the Netherlands

ums to establish a clearer picture on Wikipedia of the

Chains’. It symbolises the abolition of slavery on 1 July

& Fils, renowned photographers from Curaçao. Others,

on this day relating to the theme:

heritage involving the colonial past of Netherlands. The

1863 in the former colonies of Surinam and the Dutch

which are in colour, were taken in the period 1960-1980

focus was on the legacy of Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao and

Antilles.

by photographer Boy Lawson. He was the head of the

Wikimedia Nederland and the Swedish Embassy

Surinam. This project was supervised by UNESCO and

The project group designated September as the writing

Fotoburo department of the Royal Tropical Institute at

The Wikimedia Gendergap working group and the Swed-

Wikimedia Nederland.

month for ‘Surinam and the Caribbean’ on Wikipedia

the time and he visited many countries in the world,

ish Embassy got together on International Women’s

For four weeks, a course about Wikipedia, Wikimedia

and organised monthly writing afternoons under the

photographing day-to-day life as he did so. His photo-

Day to focus attention on the internet gendergap – the

Commons and Wikidata was organised on Skype for

name ‘Wiki goes Caribbean’ in the National Archives in

graphs were used in exhibitions at the time, and they

inequality between the number of men and women

working groups in Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao. A total

The Hague.

continue to be so. Back then, they were also published

on the internet. The Swedish Government is the first

of 46 people followed the course.

September was also an important Wikimedia month on

in the children’s magazine Samsam. Images have been

government in the world to proclaim a feminist foreign

In order to provide a more precise description of the

Aruba because Wiki Loves Monuments took place for

made available of the natural vegetation, industrial ac-

policy with the equal representation of men and women

history of Surinam and the Dutch Caribbean on Wikipe-

the third time here in September 2018. You can read

tivities, agriculture and architecture of the Netherlands

as one of the basic guiding principles. The Gendergap

dia, Wikimedia Nederland set up a working group under

more about this in the section ‘Wiki Loves Monuments’.

Antilles in particular. Are you interested in these free-

working group has been working hard for several years

ly-available images with a cc-by-sa 3.0 licence? You can

to reduce the #Wikigap in Wikimedia projects. A unique

view them on Wikimedia Commons.

event was organised on 8 March: at the residence of

the project name ‘Wiki goes Caribbean’. People with a
knowledge of (or interest in) Aruba, Bonaire, Curaçao and

Museum of World Cultures content donation

Surinam were invited to write new articles, add to articles

Following on from the Wikimedia and Caribbean Her-

and/or add images in collaboration with other interested

itage study afternoon in October 2017, the National

4.2.3 Gendergap

spent working on Wikipedia articles about leading wom-

parties in the project group ‘Wiki goes Caribbean’. Infor-

Museum of World Cultures made a image donation in

Wikipedia is particularly strong when it comes to pro-

en in science, business, culture and politics. This event

mation meetings were organised at the Rijksmuseum,

April 2018 relating to their collection from the Caribbe-

viding information about subjects that men traditionally

was part of an international campaign involving forty (!)

the Dutch National Archives, the World Museum and the

an. Part of that donation consists of images of objects,

find important, such as technology, sports, science and

embassies.

Royal Netherlands Institute of Southeast Asian and Ca-

including musical instruments and archaeological

science fiction. The Gendergap working group has been

ribbean Studies. There was considerable enthusiasm and

material. The main focus of this donation is on the

working since 2015 on the Gendergap Wikiproject to

Special writing evening organised by the Twente

many people decided to continue working both at home

photographic collection. Historical photographs from

reduce this bias by producing more articles about women

Gendergap WikiCircle

and at future Wiki goes Caribbean meetings.

the early twentieth century provide us with a picture

and women-related topics on Wikipedia and sister proj-

On Thursday, 8 March, the Gendergap WikiCircle organ-

ects. The working group also tries to encourage women

ised a special writing evening in Hengelo library on the

to contribute to Wikipedia. The focus of the activities is on

occasion of International Women’s Day. Inspiring speak-

informing new editors, raising enthusiasm among them

ers such as Marjan Berk and Karin Dijkman were pres-

and making them more active.

ent and Masja de Roy’s Mini-Chronicles were shown.

Gendergap writing sessions

The women you have never met

In 2018, the Gendergap working group organised regular

From 5 March to 9 April, Iberocoop organised the

writing meetings on women and topics related to women.

international writing competition The women you have

Every third Friday in the month - WikiFriday at Atria in

never met to reduce the gendergap. The competition

Amsterdam

was organised by the Gendergap project group for the

»	
Every first Saturday in the month - WikiSaturday at

Dutch-language Wikipedia. The goal was to write about

the Swedish Embassy in The Hague, an afternoon was

Wikimedia Nederland in Utrecht
»	
The Gendergap WikiCircle at Hengelo Library every
month
International Women’s Day
A WikiFriday was devoted to writing about the ABC islands
(Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao) and Surinam.

Ceremonial flag. Image from the Museum of World Cultures content
donation.

International Women’s Day is on 8 March. Women all
over the world meet to celebrate their womanhood. But

40

Gendergap
»	8,880 articles added
»	57 articles improved
»	20 media files added to Commons, of which 60%
have been re-used
41
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women, women’s organisations or feminist move-

The participants literally came from all over the world:

Participants and cultural institutions were given the op-

mining company. In addition, organisations were de-

ments. Eight participants wrote a total of 160 new

from Germany, Norway, Argentina and Iran. Most of

portunity to raise interesting issues relating to ICT and

scribed that bring together women, such as the League

articles and made additions to a number of articles.

them were studying in the Netherlands but some had

in particular questions about knowledge sharing.

of African Lesbians and Women of Zimbabwe Arise.

That is a sharp increase by comparison with the

also completed the long journey to be present at this

competition in 2017.

special event.

A total of 35 participants (with 14 different nationali-

#100wikiwomen

ties) and 15 mentors and trainers attended the second

After all the fun and excellent results in previous years,

Women TechStorm

Following on from the Women TechStorm in May, the

edition of the TechStorm to share knowledge, write

a new #100wikiwomen challenge started for the third

Wikimedia Nederland organised the first Women Tech-

Wiki TechStorm was organised at the Royal Library in

scripts, learn programs and understand bots together.

time on 29 November. The idea behind this challenge is

Storm from 10 - 12 May. This event specifically targeted

The Hague in the last weekend of October. The Tech-

female or non-binary participants who already had some

Storm in May was open only to women and non-binary

Amnesty International Wiki-a-thon #BraveEdit

Dutch Wikipedia for 100 days with as many Wikipedians

experience with software development but were not yet

participants but the Wiki TechStorm was on 26 and 27

On Saturday, 19 May, Amnesty International organised a

as possible.

active in Wikimedia projects. Or who were active at Wiki-

October was open to everyone: men were also welcome

Wiki-a-thon in Amsterdam with the aim of strengthening

media but still had little or no development experience.

on this occasion.

the position of female activists by giving them a face

4.2.5 Wiki Loves Monuments

and showing their important work online to the world.

There was no Dutch Wiki Loves Monuments in 2018.

During the event, twenty-seven participants worked to-

simple: publish one article a day about a woman on the

gether on the technology behind Wikipedia - the Wikime-

The Wiki TechStorm was a medium-sized hackathon

Some forty new Wikipedians set to work to give these

Wikimedia Nederland did provide support for the organi-

dia projects and the Mediawiki software on which those

that focused on:

human rights activists and lawyers their well-deserved

sation of Wiki Loves Monuments on Aruba.

projects run. The Women TechStorm was at the Dutch

»	
the technology behind Wikipedia such as the

place on Wikipedia. Women such as Salimata Lam, for

This was the third Wiki Loves Monuments on Aruba.

example, who is fighting slavery in Mauritania, and To-

No fewer than 241 photographs of Aruban monuments

Royal Library. The programme was very diverse, includ-

Mediawiki software

ing a detective game, workshops, SPARQL queries and

»	
making modifications using Python and pywikibot

pacio Reynoso, who died at the age of 16 when fighting

were submitted. The winners of Wiki Loves Monuments

learning sessions with the GLAMWiki Toolset.

»	
using SPARQL for Wikidata search queries

in Guatemala against the abuses of a large Canadian

were announced on 5 November. The four-member jury

Wikidata live
Wikidata went live on 29 October 2012. There were numerous festivities around the world to celebrate the
sixth anniversary of Wikidata. In the Netherlands, the celebrations included eating Wikidata cake at the Wiki
TechStorm on 27 October.

Participants and mentors at the Wiki TechStorm.

Amnesty International, Wikimedia Nederland, the volunteers and the participants were all very satisfied with how things went and the results of
the Wiki-a-thon on 19 May at Amnesty International.
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consisted of two professional photographers, an employee from the monuments
office and an employee of the monuments fund. The ten best photos were submitted for the international Wiki Loves Monuments competition but were not lucky
enough to win any prizes.

4.3 Lobby and information about free knowledge
Since 2013, a number of national Wikimedia organisations have been working
together in the Free Knowledge Advocacy Group EU (FKAGEU). The aim of this
alliance is to take a joint stand in defence of free knowledge and to make the voice
of the Wikimedia movement heard at the European Commission and the European
Parliament. Wikimedia Nederland is a member of this group and it contributes in
the form of financial support, substantive input and, where necessary, activities in
the Netherlands to strengthen the Brussels lobby of the Free Knowledge Advocacy
Group EU.
On 9 June, Dimitar Dimitrov, the coordinator of the FKAGEU, was present at the
WikiSaturday in Utrecht. He talked about the group’s work and the situation with
respect to important issues such as copyright reform. Eleven people attended this
meeting at the offices of Wikimedia Nederland.
The brochures developed by the FKAGEU, including the Freedom of Panorama
Brochure and the Text and Data Mining Brochure, were repeatedly brought to the
attention to newsletter readers and followers on social media by Wikimedia Nederland in 2018.
EU copyright reform
2018 was a crucial year for the reform of EU copyright law. There were three votes
in the European Parliament on the proposal ‘Directive on Copyright in the Digital
Single Market’. In consultation with the Free Knowledge Advocacy Group EU (FKAGEU), the office staff and volunteers of Wikimedia Nederland have been intensively
involved in lobbying to influence the outcome of the vote. Through the Association
Wiki, Twitter, Facebook and the website, we asked people to follow the debate
and informed them of our position. We supported the FKAGEU and the Wikimedia
Foundation in their lobbying activities by translating texts into Dutch and making it
possible for two Dutch Wikimedians to attend an event organised by the FKAGEU
in the European Parliament. Working with Kennisland, we sent a lobby letter to
Dutch MEPs.
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5. Communications, stakeholders and support
Communications are an integral part of the content

threats. In mid-2018, for example, we worked with Van

and community programmes. Each activity in these

Duuren Media to publish the Wikipedia Manual (Schrij

programmes requires its own communications strat-

ven voor Wikipedia) in book form. Wikimedia Nederland

egy targeting the group(s) concerned. Paid social

hopes this publication will encourage more people to

media campaigns are used to reach the target group

participate in Wikipedia. At the same time, the manual

to promote major activities. In addition, specific target

contributes to brand awareness for Wikimedia Neder-

groups are approached through specific channels.

land.

A few examples:

In the media

»	
An advertorial in the Bibliotheekblad (library maga-

Wikimedia Nederland projects were featured in the

zine) of April 2018 to encourage libraries to organise

media on no fewer than 28 occasions in 2018. Almost

Wiki meetings in libraries

every month, there were articles about projects in

»	
The ‘Call for papers’ for WikiconNL was published in

professional journals (online or otherwise), and on the

the fourth quarter of 2018 in relevant media channels

websites of partners and/or professional organisa-

linked to the heritage and education sectors.

tions. In addition, six regional and national newspapers

In addition, Wikimedia Nederland is also developing

published articles about Wikimedia Nederland, and

communications activities that are not linked to a

Wikimedia Nederland was featured on the Radio 1

specific project or activity but that do cover the en-

News and in a special issue of the children’s television

tire breadth of the organisation. The aim is to make

programme Het Klokhuis broadcast by the Dutch Public

the most of opportunities and respond adequately to

Broadcasting Corporation (NPO).

increase of 11% in the number
of followers on Twitter
increase of 56% in the number of followers
on the LinkedIn company page

1,609 email addresses subscribed
to WMNL newsletter

13,988 mails sent with
newsletter content

Het Klokhuis is a high-profile informative programme that is
broadcast every working day at 6.40 p.m. on the Zapp channel
(NPO 3). The programme allows children between the ages of
nine and twelve to learn something about the world around them
every day in the broadest sense of the word. The programme on
Thursday, 25 October was dedicated entirely to Wikipedia. There
was footage showing the Dutch Wikimedia Conference, as well
as interviews with Wikimedians and employees at the offices of
Wikimedia Nederland.

10 newsletters
published

562 tweets from Wikimedia Nederland

increase of 11% in the number of
followers on WMNL Facebook
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6. Fundraising and donations

7.	The Association and the office

Wikimedia Nederland is funded by a programme grant

Wikimedia Nederland collaborated with Van Dooren

The board of Wikimedia Nederland consists of Justus de Bruijn, Frans Grijzenhout, Harriet de Man, Mike Nicolaije,

from the Wikimedia Foundation, donations from private

Advies in 2017 on the elaboration of a strategy for

Bart Nieuwenhuis, Marike van Roon and Michel Wesseling.

individuals, contributions and project financing.

establishing corporate sponsorship, particularly by
knowledge-intensive industries. The implementation of

In June 2018, the PICA foundation awarded a subsidy

that strategy will begin in 2018.

of € 27,638 for a field survey of collaboration with libraries. Wikimedia Nederland received a pleasant surprise
in the form of a bequest of €53,500 in November 2018.
The board is considering how to allocate the legacy and
will be putting forward proposals in the course of 2019.

WMF subsidy

€ 340,000

Project grants

€ 27,638

Donations

€ 90,528 (617 donations, including bequest)

Contributions

€ 4,187

Justus
de Bruijn

Frans
Grijzenhout

Harriet
de Man

Mike
Nicolaije

Bart
Nieuwenhuis

Marike
van Roon

Michel
Wesseling

secretary

president

collaboration
with cultural
institutions

community affairs

treasurer

education

fundraising

Secondary positions of board members

Marike van Roon
»	
Chief curator of Special Collections and Allard

Justus de Bruijn:
»	
Treasurer Syrene Saxophone Quartet

Pierson Museum, University of Amsterdam
»	
Board member of the Wim Crouwel Institute
»	
Board member of the Arnon Grunberg Archive

Harriet de Man

Foundation

»	
Teacher of Dutch as a second language

»	
Board member of Enschedé Museum

»	
Interpreter-Translator

»	
Board member of the Academic Heritage Foundation

»	
Advisor GLAM

»	
Chairman of the Joop Witteveen Award jury

Mike Nicolaije

Michel Wesseling:

»	
Triage specialist in Health Care for Asylum Seekers,

Coordinator Research Information Services, Erasmus

Arnhem
»	
Student of medicine, Maastricht

University Rotterdam
»	
Chair of the Victorine van Schaik Fund
»	
Member of the Advisory Board of the

Bart Nieuwenhuis:
»	
Professor of the University of Twente, Enschede
»	
Lector Fontys Colleges, Venlo

HBO-ICT-Haagse Hogeschool
»	
Chairman of the Information and Media Studies
Beroepenveldcommissie - Haagse Hogeschool

»	
Owner of Knowledge for Business Innovation, Utrecht

»	
Member of the KNVI Advisory Board

»	
Advisory Board, Master of Engineering, Hogeschool

»	
FOBID board member

Utrecht
»	
Advisory Board, Engineering Management,
Hogeschool van Amsterdam
»	
Advisory Board, Cinnovate, Almere
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»	
Secretary of the BredaPhoto Foundation
»	
Chairman of the BredaPhoto Fund Foundation
»	
Chairman of the Association of Property Owners
»	
iPoort board member
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Office
There were six employees working at the offices
of Wikimedia Nederland on 31 December 2018:
»	
Michelle Boon, Events
»	
Germien Cox, Communications
»	
Denise Jansen, Project Manager
»	
Kirsten Jansen, Office Manager
»	
Sandra Rientjes, Director
»	
Arne Wossink, Project Manager
Because most employees work part-time, the total
workforce as at 31 December was 3.9 FTE.
Director’s salary, including employer expenses:
€ 80,466. Gross € 63,006
Outgoing staff
With effect from 1 September, Jacqueline Minnema left
Wikimedia Nederland. Jacqueline had been employed
as an office manager since 1 September 2017.
Incoming staff
After the departure of Jacqueline Minnema, Kirsten
Jansen joined Wikimedia Nederland on 1 October 2018
as office manager.
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8. Future developments
The 2017 - 2020 strategy, Enthusiasm for free

Spending and staff

knowledge constitutes the framework for the annual

Wikimedia Nederland will continue its existing policy

plans of the Wikimedia Nederland Association.

in the years to come: a small staff with a flexible pool
of employees who can be called in to work on a project

What do we want to accomplish before 2020?

basis. The ratio of staff to projects expenditure will

Enthusiasm for the free knowledge projects of the Wiki-

therefore remain more or less the same for the coming

media movement in an open community bubbling with

years.

positive energy and in collaboration with a wide range
of partners.

International developments
Work began in 2018 on the practical elaboration of the

We will achieve that by:

international Strategic Direction. The Strategic Direction

»	
Furthering free knowledge: contributing to the Wiki-

2030 document that was adopted in 2017 identifies

media projects by releasing or sharing knowledge will

two main areas of concern: Knowledge as a service and

become a natural step for institutions.

Knowledge Equity. Nine working groups were set up in

»	
The relationship with the readers: establishing a

2018 to identify, each for its own area of interest, the

clearer understanding of the wishes and experiences

structural changes needed to move the movement for-

of Wikipedia readers.

ward. The broad-based working groups will also make

»	
Support for editors: optimal support for editors continues to be a priority.
»	
Content renewal: encouraging a range of forms of

concrete recommendations for the ratification and
implementation of their proposals.
Both the president and the director of Wikimedia Neder

knowledge representation such as the use of info-

land are actively involved in the further development

graphics, video and sound, and animations.

of this strategy, which will undoubtedly also generate
opportunities and challenges for Wikimedia Nederland.

Fundraising
Most Wikimedia Nederland funding comes from the
Wikimedia Foundation. To be less dependent on this
source of income, Wikimedia Nederland wants to focus
more on generating additional income in the years to
come:
»	
Gifts in the form of donations from individuals
»	
Donations from institutions that want to support us
»	
Project financing in the form of grants from funds
»	
Sponsor recruitment
A condition here is that the independence of the Wikimedia projects must always be guaranteed and the
relationship with the financier may not constitute any
risk for the reputation of Wikimedia Nederland or the
Wikimedia projects.

Wikimedia Conference 2018.
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